As artistic researchers and educators in the York University's School of the Arts, Media, Performance and Design, and Artistic Directors of Out of the Box Productions, we are advantageously positioned to investigate the developmental methodologies of interactive performance. For the purpose of this research, we have defined interactive performance as that in which: digital technology is a central strategy; there is a corporeal presence (live body) on stage; and there is real-time interactivity between the two. Our central and larger question revolves around the emerging methodologies used to develop this work, specifically in the search for solutions to the complex challenges raised when developing digital tools synergistically with dramatic content. In this paper, we will focus on defining the emerging roles and relationships of those within the interactive creative space.
As we detailed in our conference paper Animating the Process: Emerging Interactive Modalities, 1 we recognize the general term 'Animator' as better able to describe the blend of knowledge, interests, and investment needed of all participants for a successful outcome in this context. Further, we implement the refined terms 'Animator Performer' (AP) and 'Media Animator' (MA) when working in the world of interactive performance.
York University, offers extensive and rigorous physical practice, enabling actors to perform with the requisite accuracy, specificity, and repeatability required in interactive performance.
During the creation process of Rallentando, APs were asked to become 'scene partners' with technology, establishing a relationship with the virtual body. Media Animator Mackwood developed a TouchOSC application allowing him to control visual elements with an XY Touchpad, thus enabling real-time interaction between performers and their environment. In addition, he implemented an infrared camera with NI mate (motion tracking software) to send accurate performer tracking data into Vuo (a visual design program), thereby controlling graphic elements that offered fantastical interactive possibilities for the Animator: playful sprites, openings to worlds within worlds, even the illusion of teletransportation. Our findings within this research project confirm the essential necessity of rigorous physical training for live performers in this context. When the AP is able to connect effectively with Over the two-year creation of our most recent immersive piece, Rallentando-an Installation, we focused on new creation methodologies where technology is integral and where the Animator Performer remains intimately involved with the process of conceptualization. The use of intermedial and interactive technologies demands a heightened specificity and discipline in the physical training of the AP. Dobie's Core Proprioception Training (CPT), a movement methodology she has developed for actors at Production shot from Rallentando-an Installation.
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Interactive Research: Media | Animator | Performer | FEATURES of works that integrate emerging interactive modalities. The Media Animator remains responsible for the development and integration of the digital tools we use to express the performance ideas that hold the team's interest. However, an MA cannot develop those tools to any degree of success without an Animator Performer willing to engage sincerely in the programming process, clarifying their performance needs and journeying through the myriad of choices to be made. For, as Nathaniel Stern states, "we are always more than that which the computer detects ... we must look with, and feel, the body" (52); something that most MAs are less qualified for, and are therefore in need of an enduring exchange with the AP. Only through that immediate exchange might moments of discovery occur that allow for the realization of objectives and even breakthroughs that move beyond the original vision.
Actors are constantly working to find their intent, words and actions, text and subtext. In the same manner, the AP must work to know the intent of their physical expression as mediated by the MA through the machine. Only then may they attain what Robert Weschler posits as separate and important considerations regarding interactive events: the interactivity must be intelligible and it must be interesting/artistic (230).
this complex and sometimes fickle technology, we are able to create with a keen sense of play. As Katja Kwastek states, "play cannot be pinned down in terms of fixed characteristics, but rather constantly oscillates between material and form, seriousness and pleasure, reality and artificiality, rules and chance, nature and intellect" (354). In our case, the specificity of performance in tension with the limitless possibility of imagination offers a rich playground indeed.
Our colleague Don Sinclair reflects on the relationships between humans and technology as part of an evolving system moving toward an interconnected unity. He sees the challenge, then, as how best to develop and facilitate this dialogue within the development
Only through that immediate exchange might moments of discovery occur that allow for the realization of objectives and even breakthroughs that move beyond the original vision.
In addition, the MA must engage with the 'central idea'; the purpose of the work. Otherwise, they will be unable to offer creative solutions to challenges that will move the project in the desired direction. As a team, we must work to solve that fundamental question, put most succinctly by the pioneer of modern dance lighting design, Jean Rosenthal: "why who is where in the first place" (8). As the one responsible for designing and programming a technical entity in the form of a virtual scene partner, an MA must rise to a redefined and integral role. As Kwastek states, "The technical system supporting the interaction proposition and the material components of that system must be considered actors in their own right" (302). She expands this thought with the words of Bruno Latour, who suggests that the machines "can also authorize, allow, afford, encourage, permit, suggest, influence, block, render possible, forbid, and so on" (qtd. In Kwasteck 303).
As N. Katherine Hayles argues, "when objects acquire sensors and actuators, it is no exaggeration to say they have an Umwelt, in the sense that they perceive the world, draw conclusions based on their perceptions, and act on those perceptions" (60). At times, a technical element seems to have a personality, complete with its own foibles. Clearly, in the support of the AP, the MA's task is to create a scene partner that will "allow, afford, encourage, permit, suggest," as opposed to one that "block[s]" or "forbid[s]"-or even destroys. If we as Media Animators are creating characters, we have a responsibility to avoid bringing to life a faltering Frankenstein, in order to avoid being cursed, as in the words of the author Mary Shelley: "Accursed creator! Why did you form a monster so hideous that even you turned from me in disgust?" (111).
As Hayles notes, "contemporary technogenesis is about adaptation, the fit between organisms and their environments, recognizing that both sides of the engagement (humans and technologies) are undergoing coordinated transformations" (209). In our work, this demands an ongoing conversation that can only take place through the immediate response and constant adaptation mutually realized by the Animators in their redefined roles and mutually supportive interactive relationships. 
